
With a renewed focus on community healthcare in the U.K., more medical 

services are coming back into the home. As the population ages, community 

nurses are reaching out to millions of home-bound patients. The key to 

compassionate, personalised, and immediate care is wireless connectivity, and 

mobile devices that connect nurses to records, hospitals, and to each other in 

real time. Connectivity for home health care is too important to leave to chance.

Mobile healthcare providers have to be confident that they’ll be able to connect. 

One of the biggest challenges travelling healthcare workers face is the complexity 

of connecting to the Internet via either Wi-Fi or 3G, then to a VPN, and finally, 

accessing patient records, keeping them up to date, and ensuring that the 

information is accurate. The community healthcare workers need a simple, easy-

to-use, affordable approach to connect, fast, at the point of care, using laptops, 

smartphones, or tablets. 

iPass helps mobile workers log in simply, and puts 
medical charts and records at their fingertips 
That’s one of the reasons why iPass created iPass Open Mobile, a remote command and control 

mobility platform. Allow users to achieve a uniform and seamless connection experience regardless 

of network provider. Using iPass, IT can gain visibility into usage, set policies, and pre-determine  

the preferred connection method for any situation. Using the auto-connect feature, healthcare 

workers can connect automatically to VPNs and other back end systems, providing the simplicity of 

one-click secure access to patient records. 

With the world’s largest commercial Wi-Fi network, iPass provides access to thousands of hotspots 

across the UK. Now, travelling healthcare workers can connect virtually anywhere they need  

to work. 

With a simple, one-step login, iPass simplifies the process of logging in, and provides seamless and 

secure access to back-end systems. Whether it’s a 3G connection, home broadband, on-campus Wi-

Fi, or free or paid public Wi-Fi, iPass automatically recognises the user’s credentials, and the iPass 

universal connection manager bypasses multiple login gates and splash screens, putting the mobile 

workers directly into the medical management system. With iPass, travelling workers can focus 

Give mobile nurses connectivity 
tools as innovative as modern 
UK healthcare itself 
Empower healthcare workers to connect  
with patients and records reliably, easily,  
and affordably

WHY IPASS? 

iPass delivers always-on 
mobility that enables 
mobile workers to connect 
seamlessly to Wi-Fi. Using 
iPass lets traveling workers 
access cloud-based 
applications, answer time-
sensitive communications, 
and continue to work in 
transit just as if they were 
in the office. iPass Open 
Mobile makes connectivity 
costs easy to manage 
and control, regardless of 
device, location, or number 
of users. 



on patients, not systems. Organisationally, iPass makes connectivity easy to manage and control, 

regardless of device, location, or number of users. 

What is iPass Open Mobile? 
iPass Open Mobile consists of a client, or app, for end users; and mobile services and the iPass Open 

Mobile Portal for IT managers and others to manage policies and control usage.

 � The iPass Open Mobile client: Let users simply download and connect. This app for iOS, 

Android, Windows RT, and Windows and Mac laptops makes it possible for mobile healthcare 

workers to stay connected using Wi-Fi, or they can connect to 3G/4G in more places than a 

traditional carrier network. On a Windows or Macintosh laptop, let iPass find the right access 

point, from either Wi-Fi or a 3G card, and connect automatically. It’s a lightweight app that 

provides frictionless connectivity across the iPass Wi-Fi network, many community hotspots, 

and third party networks, so healthcare workers can stay connected almost anywhere they go. 

 � The iPass Open Mobile platform: Select options for how mobile workers connect. Whether 

it’s Wi-Fi or 3G/4G, Ethernet, or dial-up, iPass provides a single platform and app for every 

connection. Control cost policies that provide usage controls for 36/4G data roaming and Wi-Fi, 

as well as multiple options for setting network connection and restriction policies

 � iPass mobile services: Enable healthcare trusts to create and manage policies. This highly 

available, secure and scalable service fabric enables authentication across the iPass  

Mobile Network.

 � iPass Open Mobile Portal: Maintain full visibility into usage while controlling costs, and govern 

disparate mobile devices wherever healthcare workers travel. Automate mobility processes 

across the entire mobile workforce from a single screen.

Work anywhere: 
in-home or on-campus 

with free Wi-Fi, 
public WiFi, 3G/4G, 

or community 
hotspots

3.
iPass Open Mobile 
automatically passes 
credentials to the VPN. 
(Customizable options 
can have end user 
enter VPN credentials.)

2.
Open Mobile client 
automatically verifies 
network access and 
launches the VPN. 
(VPN is customizable.)

1.
iPass Open Mobile 
automatically detects 
the best network 
available. iPass verifies 
laptop integrity and 
security, then auto-
matically connects to 
the network based on 
IT-connection policies.

4.
End user is securely 
connected and able to 
launch back-end appli-
cations and credentials. 
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ABOUT IPASS

With the world’s largest 

commercial Wi-Fi network 

and trusted connectivity 

platform, iPass provides 

seamless connectivity 

virtually anywhere. With 

more hotels, airports, 

and business venues than 

any other network, iPass 

helps enterprises and 

service providers ensure 

always-on, frictionless 

connectivity for 

employees and customers 

anywhere in the world — 

easily, quickly, securely 

and cost effectively. 

Learn more at www.

ipass.com or on Smarter 

Connections, blog. Or, 

contact iPass: 

www.ipass.com/contact.

The iPass Open Mobile solution allows you to:

 � Take control: Give healthcare IT with a single point of control to enforce cost and compliance 

measures no matter where mobile workers go, and without regard to the devices they use

 � Gain insight: Report and analyse mobile usage across networks, community hotspots,  

and devices

 � Give access: Control security with VPN integration and enforcement policies. Endpoint integrity 

verification checks the security of the device at the point of connection

 � Save costs: Extend Wi-Fi availability across community, paid, or free Wi-Fi using iPass 

credentials and save over the cost of commercially-available hotspots and 3G roaming charges.
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